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- 1st year is focussed on perfecting colour mixing/mark making and
how that transfers into designs and drawings.
There is choice in whether you focus on interiors or fashion, and you’re
taught how to translate your ideas into practical designs/visualisations.
- You can try all 4 pathway choices (you choose your specialism before
you start 2nd year) - these are weave, IDP (integrated digital practice,
which focuses mainly on CAD and a more digital way of designing)
Multimedia (embroidery/materials experiments are more prominent,
more surface design and 3d structures) and Print (mainly drawing and
screen printing).

-2nd year - 2 major projects, 1 project will always be a live project with a
business or designer resulting in a winner and a prize e.g my first
project in 2nd year was a live project with Ted Baker, where they set all
print students a brief to work to. We had to produce an entire collection
considering Ted Baker styling, but create something new. The winner
received a week long placement and cash prize!
- In terms of projects, there are 2 main ones in 2nd year; one is fashion
(Ted Baker) and one is interiors, meaning you can decide what you
would like to select to continue in 3rd year, where you are either
Fashion design or Interior Design.
I decided on the Print pathway as I love screen printing and enjoyed
drawing my designs rather than doing everything digitally.
The selected images are from the live
project with Ted Baker - we had to create 6
main designs and 4 sister prints. Displayed
are some of my final designs and a couple
of recordings from my development work.
The final picture is from the print room and
is screen printed on chiffon.

Loughborough’s Textiles course offers 4 years, with your 3rd year being a year in industry interning. I am currently doing
this and have completed a 3 month internship in London doing Fashion PR at a company called Fabric PR, and am now
about to start another internship in a print studio for Rapture and Wright. Coming up I am also travelling to South Africa
for 3 or so months to work at a company called Romatex, which is an interiors and homewares company; whilst there I
will be working on a brief designing for Woolworths, which is basically the equivalent of M&S in the UK.
The university help you a lot with this year, as they give you an A-Z of contacts and help perfect your CV. I’ve found this
is a really valuable experience as its helped me narrow down what I would like to do as a career; after doing a PR
placement I have decided I would definitely like to be designing, rather than have more of a behind the scenes role. I
also feel I have decided I am more interested in interior design than fashion. As well as this, employment chances after
graduating are a lot higher as I will have a lot of experience to put on my CV.

To the right is the interior project from
my 2nd year. I’ve included a picture
of my studio work space with all my
ideas/drawings pinned up. Also some
paintings and drawings which
contributed to my final collection
prints. The teal/white repeated length
was hand drawn and then screen
printed. The visualisations have been
altered on photoshop and put into a
repeat pattern.

